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Vance Hall Kirkland (November 3, - May 24, ) was a painter and educator in Denver, Colorado. His paintings, from to ,
range from realist and impressionist watercolors, to surrealist deadwood worlds, to abstract expressionist mixtures of oil
paint and water to richly textured dot paintings in oil.

His paintings, from to , range from realist and impressionist watercolors, to surrealist deadwood worlds, to
abstract expressionist mixtures of oil paint and water to richly textured dot paintings in oil. He and Anne Fox
Oliphant were married in , enjoyed traveling together and entertaining. They remained married until Anne died
in Kirkland died May 24, in Denver. Obviously, though he titles these paintings with space age
titlesâ€”Nebula Near Saturn and that kind of thingâ€”these are not science fiction paintings; these are
paintings about the adventure of the human spirit. Whenever a cycle of ideas seemed satisfactory, I knew I had
done that and needed to move on and develop a greater challenge. Then the paintings remained fresh and
were, I hoped, improved, and I avoided boredom. Ruins, Central City, , watercolor on paper, by Vance
Kirkland. Antipodean Garden, , casein, tempera on panel, by Vance Kirkland. For his second painting period,
Kirkland used mostly watercolor also some gouache, casein, egg tempera and oil paint. He invented surrealist
worlds of deadwood morphing into whimsical creatures, which dwarf pre-historic humans, scampering among
the vegetation. I think it comes out later in the nebula and dot paintings which give a sense of explosions in
space. These sometimes include more or less recognizable little humanoid figures. You sense that he is putting
man in his place in nature, showing him as just one of the potential evolutionary paths nature might have
taken. Rocky Mountain Abstraction, , gouache on paper, by Vance Kirkland. For his third painting period,
Kirkland mostly did hard-edge painting in an abstract way. About half of these paintings are watercolor, half
oil. This period includes the Timberline Abstraction series [example from shown above]. Charles Stuckey
analyzed part of this period: Asian Dancing Forms, , oil paint and water with gold leaf on linen, by Vance
Kirkland. For his fourth painting period, Kirkland invented an abstract expressionist technique of mixing oil
paint and water together, creating painting surfaces different than any other artist. I suspect that the nebula will
emerge as an important aspect of his career. Experience of Mysteries in Space, , oil paint and water on linen,
by Vance Kirkland. The Dot Paintings â€” For the paintings of his fifth and last period, Kirkland used wooden
dowels to place dots of oil paint in various sizes and colors over an interactive background of forms of oil
paint and water mixtures or sometimes, instead, a color gradation background, also done in oil. He invented
this technique which appears very different than Pointillism or the Ben-Day Dots of artist Roy Lichtenstein.
This technique might remind one of Pointillism, but only in theory, not in practice The big, organic forms are
built up from tiny dots, using powerful, sometimes brutal colors The dots of paint are plastic; they protrude
from the surface of the painting, almost transforming it to a relief. Kirkland obviously, from the beginning of
his career in the late s, very much wanted to paint like nobody else ever hadâ€”and he actually managed to do
it. In back of me is a painting which he made in , only four years before his death. Kirkland and synesthesia
Kirkland derived many of his color combinations for his paintings through his synesthetic ability to sense
color in music, especially classical compositions. Mahler, Schoenberg, Bartok, Berg, Shostakovich, Prokofiev
and Ives all explored new tonalities that aided me in transposing sounds into colors. Kirkland would listen to
musical compositions at home, writing notes on scraps of paper when he heard passages that produced ideas
for color schemes in his paintings. He would then go to his studio and employ those combinations of colors,
which augmented his own imagination, in his paintings. Kirkland did not simultaneously paint while playing
music because he would have been hearing other colors. Exhibitions and collections Kirkland is documented
as having exhibitions from to , in 76 American cities, 31 states, 17 foreign cities and 12 foreign countries. Of
those exhibitions, were at museums and 49 were at universities. He shared exhibitions with the master
surrealist, Max Ernst, whom he deeply admired. Edition Stemmle, , Individual Periods of Paintings. State
Russian Museum, The Denver Art Museum, , Catalogs were produced in nine languages and always English,
with illustrations of the paintings varying from â€” to â€” Vance Kirkland Painting Kaunas, Lithuania:
Foreign Art Museum, , Brettell was Director of the Dallas Museum of Art at the time of the quote. As of , he
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is Margaret M. The State Russian Museum, , Pointillist dots are made with dabs of a brush; Lichtenstein made
dots using metal screens and stencils. Two additional exhibitions listed page pamphlet, Vance Kirkland
Denver: Kirkland Museum, which has a complete list of the European exhibitions â€” When a show is listed
over several years, it is counted as one.
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August October 1: Retrospective at the Denver Art Museum, Vance Kirkland FIFTY YEARS, featured eighty-three
paintings and a forty-seven-page catalog. When asked how he felt about having a fifty-year retrospective, Kirkland
replied with his usual flippant humor, "I'm just glad to be alive.".

Kirkland responded that fighting colors made the painting more interesting but to no avail. And this approach
does indeed make his paintings more interesting and more unique! He was the only student up to this time to
win a prize at the Cleveland Museum of Art. The first and second floors served as quarters for the Denver Art
Museum at that time. He arrived in Denver in January of and must have been added to the list of founders after
his arrival. His watercolors were considered that good. He intended to paint full time, but his students
prevailed upon him to also continue to teach. He coordinated his concerts with the Allied Arts, an organization
founded in in Denver that generally gave concerts at Chappell House. Kirkland had a slightly larger space, and
he hosted some of the Allied Arts "Moments Musicales" evenings at his studio. He helped endorse the grant
for Orville Moore, after whom the vocal competition is now named. Married Anne Fox Oliphant Olson, a
librarian. They had no children and were able to travel widely. Exhibition of Contemporary American Art. He
served on committees of Honorary Degrees, of Curriculum and of Budget. Selections from the Anschutz
Collection. Each group was given an exhibition, across from one another simultaneously, in the same building.
Richard Sorby and Frank Vavra. Kirkland stated that it was important to establish that modern art was being
done in Colorado, as well as exceptional realism, impressionism and regionalism by the Denver Artists Guild
and other earlier artists. He completed 41 paintings for the year. At this time, there were more than students
taking art courses, making the School of Art the largest undergraduate school at the university. Kirkland
received a bad blood transfusion in the hospital when having his gall bladder removed, giving him hepatitis B,
which killed him in eleven years. The house is still there and remains a private residence. Newton was a much
admired Denver mayor â€” who owned two Kirkland paintings with his wife, Ginny, and had one hanging
behind his desk while mayor. The Early Works â€” Catalogs were published by most of the European
museums for their Kirkland showsâ€”eight dual-language catalogs in nine languages including English. A
Stemmle book on Kirkland was also published in association with the Frankfurter Kunstverein, Frankfurt,
Germany in The Late Paintings â€” Petersburg in the first one-person exhibition in St. Petersburg for an
American artist. This documentary was broadcast to coincide with the public opening of Kirkland Museum
and has been subsequently broadcast numerous times. A page catalog of the exhibition was published.
Museum of Art, University of Oklahoma, Norman: Abstract Expressionism in the American Southwest.
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Right: April , Vance Kirkland at 75 years old, in his studio standing in front of his painting Explosions of Energy Near the
Sun Fifty Billion Years B.C. Photo by Glenn Cuerden.

This was followed last year by the organization of an in-depth survey of his work that is now midway through
a tour of European museums. That foundation was set up by Kirkland and primarily funded by Grant and his
wife, Merle Chambers. The recently inaugurated Hamilton Galleries and the extensive Stanton Galleries, both
of which are between shows, are closed off. This gives an eerily vacant quality to the first floor that may
actually serve to repel visitors. Worse yet, at least for the Kirkland show, is that the large doorway on the left
side of the Close Range rooms has been left open. This provides museumgoers with a distracting view of the
ladders and paint cans that have been gathered in preparation for another exhibit that will open in April, after
the Kirkland show closes. That show, by the way, will contain quite a surprise: The museum had announced
last fall that the painting was among a group of 41 works slated for deaccessioning. He left some of his own
paintings to the DAM, not knowing that the museum would choose to keep only 30 and sell the rest. Now, a
few years later, the foundation is in a position to lend pieces--such as those that make up this new show--back
to the DAM. The paintings in the exhibit were selected by DAM curator Gwen Chanzit, who acknowledges
the contributions of foundation director Grant. For many artists, twenty years would represent an entire career.
Born in in rural Ohio, Kirkland moved at age nineteen to Cleveland, then a center for regional art, and
attended both the Cleveland School of Art and Western Reserve University, which jointly awarded him a
degree in art education in He came to Denver the following year, outfitted with a Carnegie Foundation grant
and determined to start an art school. In the beginning, the school was housed not on campus but in the
Chappell House, a mansion that once stood at 14th and Logan Streets. Kirkland went on to establish a BFA
program at DU--then a rare offering--but left in when the university refused to grant fine-art degrees. Kirkland
toyed with the idea of giving up teaching altogether and devoting himself to painting full-time. But he yielded
to the wishes of the many students who urged him to continue, and in established the Kirkland School of Art,
located in a distinctive barrel-vaulted building at Pearl Street. Kirkland taught at the school, whose classes
were accredited by the University of Colorado, until , when he closed up shop and returned to DU, where he
remained until his retirement in Over the more than fifty years he was active as a painter, Kirkland embraced
a number of different styles. The Kirkland Foundation has identified five distinct periods in his career, though
there may be even more. His fifth and final stylistic stage comprises his famous "dot paintings. The oldest
painting in the show is the marvelous "The Mystery of Space," from This beautiful abstract-expressionist
piece is dominated by a white field over which Kirkland has laid gestural passages of blue, gray and black that
suggest a landscape. Like its cousin, "Nebula" sports a white ground, but the colors are much bolder; in it,
smears of red, pink, blue and yellow have been streaked with spatters of black and white. At first Kirkland
painted his dots conventionally. But he soon began to apply them with wooden dowels that had been dipped in
paint, resulting in the creation of thick dots with a raised center. At the same time, Kirkland began to use a
movable sling of his own design that allowed him to suspend himself above the oversized paintings he had
lain on the floor of his studio. In this way, he could work on the entire surface of a large painting at once,
pulling himself across the surface and thus avoiding the use of a ladder or scaffolding. Also, the sling
encouraged Kirkland to envision his paintings as having no specific directional reference, and in fact, many of
his paintings have hardware on the back that allows them to be hung in a variety of ways. If you like this story,
consider signing up for our email newsletters.
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His paintings, from to , range from realist and impressionist watercolors, to surrealist deadwood worlds, to
abstract expressionist mixtures of oil paint and water to richly-textured dot paintings in oil. He and Anne Fox
Oliphant were married in , enjoyed traveling together and entertaining. They remained married until Anne died
in Kirkland died May 24, in Denver. Obviously, though he titles these paintings with space age
titlesâ€”Nebula Near Saturn and that kind of thingâ€”these are not science fiction paintings; these are
paintings about the adventure of the human spirit. Whenever a cycle of ideas seemed satisfactory, I knew I had
done that and needed to move on and develop a greater challenge. Then the paintings remained fresh and
were, I hoped, improved, and I avoided boredom. For his second painting period, Kirkland used mostly
watercolor also some gouache, casein, egg tempera and oil paint. He invented surrealist worlds of deadwood
morphing into whimsical creatures, which dwarf pre-historic humans, scampering among the vegetation. I
think it comes out later in the nebula and dot paintings which give a sense of explosions in space. These
sometimes include more or less recognizable little humanoid figures. You sense that he is putting man in his
place in nature, showing him as just one of the potential evolutionary paths nature might have taken. For his
third painting period, Kirkland mostly did hard-edge painting in an abstract way. About half of these paintings
are watercolor, half oil. This period includes the Timberline Abstraction series [example from shown above].
Charles Stuckey analyzed part of this period: For his fourth painting period, Kirkland invented an abstract
expressionist technique of mixing oil paint and water together, creating painting surfaces different than any
other artist. I suspect that the nebula will emerge as an important aspect of his career. The Dot Paintings â€”
For the paintings of his fifth and last period, Kirkland used wooden dowels to place dots of oil paint in various
sizes and colors over an interactive background of forms of oil paint and water mixtures or sometimes, instead,
a color gradation background, also done in oil. He invented this technique which appears very different than
Pointillism or the Ben-Day Dots of artist Roy Lichtenstein. This technique might remind one of Pointillism,
but only in theory, not in practice The big, organic forms are built up from tiny dots, using powerful,
sometimes brutal colors The dots of paint are plastic; they protrude from the surface of the painting, almost
transforming it to a relief. Kirkland obviously, from the beginning of his career in the late s, very much wanted
to paint like nobody else ever hadâ€”and he actually managed to do it. In back of me is a painting which he
made in , only four years before his death. Mahler, Schoenberg, Bartok, Berg, Shostakovich, Prokofiev and
Ives all explored new tonalities that aided me in transposing sounds into colors. Kirkland would listen to
musical compositions at home, writing notes on scraps of paper when he heard passages that produced ideas
for color schemes in his paintings. He would then go to his studio and employ those combinations of colors,
which augmented his own imagination, in his paintings. Kirkland did not simultaneously paint while playing
music because he would have been hearing other colors. Exhibitions and collections Kirkland is documented
as having exhibitions from to , in 76 American cities, 31 states, 17 foreign cities and 12 foreign countries. Of
those exhibitions, were at museums and 49 were at universities. He shared exhibitions with the master
surrealist, Max Ernst, whom he deeply admired Kirkland Museum Main article: Edition Stemmle, , Individual
Periods of Paintings. State Russian Museum, The Denver Art Museum, , Foreign Art Museum, , Brettell was
Director of the Dallas Museum of Art at the time of the quote. As of , he is Margaret M. The State Russian
Museum, , Two additional exhibitions listed page pamphlet,Vance Kirkland Denver: Kirkland Museum,
which has a complete list of the European exhibitions When a show is listed over several years, it is counted
as one.
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Vance Hall Kirkland was born in Convoy, Ohio on November 3, Hall was his mother's maiden name, which he dropped
after the first few years of painting. Hall was his mother's maiden name, which he dropped after the first few years of
painting.

Known for Painting His paintings, from to , range from realist and impressionist watercolors, to surrealist
deadwood worlds, to abstract expressionist mixtures of oil paint and water, to richly-textured dot paintings in
oil. Kirkland moved to Denver in , staying there for the rest of his life. He and Anne Fox Oliphant were
married in , enjoyed traveling together and entertaining. They remained married until Anne died in Kirkland
died May 24, in Denver. Obviously, though he titles these paintings with space age titlesâ€”Nebula Near
Saturn and that kind of thingâ€”these are not science fiction paintings; these are paintings about the adventure
of the human spirit. Whenever a cycle of ideas seemed satisfactory, I knew I had done that and needed to
move on and develop a greater challenge. Then the paintings remained fresh and were, I hoped, improved, and
I avoided boredom. For his second painting period, Kirkland used mostly watercolor also some gouache,
casein, egg tempera and oil paint. He invented surrealist worlds of deadwood morphing into whimsical
creatures, which dwarf pre-historic humans, scampering among the vegetation. I think it comes out later in the
nebula and dot paintings which give a sense of explosions in space. These sometimes include more or less
recognizable little humanoid figures. You sense that he is putting man in his place in nature, showing him as
just one of the potential evolutionary paths nature might have taken. For his third painting period, Kirkland
mostly did hard-edge painting in an abstract way. About half of these paintings are watercolor, half oil. This
period includes the Timberline Abstraction series. Charles Stuckey analyzed part of this period: For his fourth
painting period, Kirkland invented an abstract expressionist technique of mixing oil paint and water together,
creating painting surfaces different than any other artist. The Dot Paintings â€” For the paintings of his fifth
and last period, Kirkland used wooden dowels to place dots of oil paint in various sizes and colors over an
interactive background of forms of oil paint and water mixtures or sometimes, instead, a color gradation
background, also done in oil. He invented this technique which appears very different than Pointillism or the
Ben-Day Dots of artist Roy Lichtenstein. The big, organic forms are built up from tiny dots, using powerful,
sometimes brutal colorsâ€¦ The dots of paint are plastic; they protrude from the surface of the painting, almost
transforming it to a relief. In back of me is a painting which he made in , only four years before his death.
Mahler, Schoenberg, Bartok, Berg, Shostakovich, Prokofiev and Ives all explored new tonalities that aided me
in transposing sounds into colors. Kirkland would listen to musical compositions at home, writing notes on
scraps of paper when he heard passages that produced ideas for color schemes in his paintings. He would then
go to his studio and employ those combinations of colors, which augmented his own imagination, in his
paintings. Kirkland did not simultaneously paint while playing music because he would have been hearing
other colors. Exhibitions and Collections Kirkland is documented as having exhibitions from to , in 76
American cities, 31 states, 17 foreign cities and 12 foreign countries. Of those exhibitions, were at museums
and 49 were at universities. He shared exhibitions with the master surrealist, Max Ernst, whom he deeply
admiredâ€¦. Educator Kirkland was the Founding Director and Professor of Art of the current University of
Denver School of Art from to , and again from until his retirement in
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Vance Hall Kirkland (November 3, - May 24, ) was a painter and educator in Denver, Colorado. His paintings, from to ,
range from realist and impressionist watercolors, to surrealist deadwood worlds, to abstract expressionist mixtures of oil
paint and water to richly-textured dot paintings in oil.

An attempt has been made to apply paint in a manner that is consistent with the technique of Vance Kirkland,
but it is not effective. No attempt has been made to apply paint in a manner that is consistent with the
technique of Vance Kirkland. Color Choices Choice and application of color shows an advanced knowledge of
color relationships. Color choice enhances the art work. Choice and application of color shows knowledge of
color relationships. Colors are appropriate for the art work. Colors are, however, NOT appropriate for the art
work. Student needs to work on learning color relationships and using that knowledge in art work. Paint is
applied in a careful, logical manner. Color dots remain sharp. Control is somewhat lacking. A few smears,
ragged edges and failure of certain areas of pattern may be evident. Student needs to work on controlling paint
and paint application. Creativity Student has taken the technique being studied and applied it in a way that is
totally their own. Student has taken the technique being studied and has used source material as a starting
place. Student has attempted to create a painting from the source material. There is little evidence of creativity,
but the student has done the assignment. Student has not made much attempt to meet the requirements of the
assignment. Much time and effort went into the planning and painting. It is clear the student worked all class
period. Class time was usually used wisely. Student could have put in more time and effort. Class time was not
always used wisely; student did clean up early or hang out instead. Class time was not used wisely and the
student put in no additional effort. Understanding the visual arts in relation to history and cultures
Achievement Standard Proficient: Understanding and applying media, techniques, and processes Achievement
Standard Proficient:
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ARTIST BIOGRAPHY: Variously referred to as the "Father of Modern Colorado Painting", "Dean of Colorado Artists"
and "Colorado's pre-eminent artist," Kirkland was an inventive, visionary painter who spent fifty-two years of his fifty-four
year career in Denver.

He and Anne Fox Oliphant were married in , enjoyed traveling together and entertaining. They remained
married until Anne died in Kirkland died May 24, in Denver. Obviously, though he titles these paintings with
space age titlesâ€”Nebula Near Saturn and that kind of thingâ€”these are not science fiction paintings; these
are paintings about the adventure of the human spirit. Whenever a cycle of ideas seemed satisfactory, I knew I
had done that and needed to move on and develop a greater challenge. Then the paintings remained fresh and
were, I hoped, improved, and I avoided boredom. Ruins, Central City, , watercolor on paper, by Vance
Kirkland. Antipodean Garden, , casein, tempera on panel, by Vance Kirkland. For his second painting period,
Kirkland used mostly watercolor also some gouache, casein, egg tempera and oil paint. He invented surrealist
worlds of deadwood morphing into whimsical creatures, which dwarf pre-historic humans, scampering among
the vegetation. I think it comes out later in the nebula and dot paintings which give a sense of explosions in
space. These sometimes include more or less recognizable little humanoid figures. You sense that he is putting
man in his place in nature, showing him as just one of the potential evolutionary paths nature might have
taken. Rocky Mountain Abstraction, , gouache on paper, by Vance Kirkland. For his third painting period,
Kirkland mostly did hard-edge painting in an abstract way. About half of these paintings are watercolor, half
oil. This period includes the Timberline Abstraction series [example from shown above]. Charles Stuckey
analyzed part of this period: Asian Dancing Forms, , oil paint and water with gold leaf on linen, by Vance
Kirkland. For his fourth painting period, Kirkland invented an abstract expressionist technique of mixing oil
paint and water together, creating painting surfaces different than any other artist. I suspect that the nebula will
emerge as an important aspect of his career. Experience of Mysteries in Space, , oil paint and water on linen,
by Vance Kirkland. The Dot Paintings â€” For the paintings of his fifth and last period, Kirkland used wooden
dowels to place dots of oil paint in various sizes and colors over an interactive background of forms of oil
paint and water mixtures or sometimes, instead, a color gradation background, also done in oil. He invented
this technique which appears very different than Pointillism or the Ben-Day Dots of artist Roy Lichtenstein.
This technique might remind one of Pointillism, but only in theory, not in practice The big, organic forms are
built up from tiny dots, using powerful, sometimes brutal colors The dots of paint are plastic; they protrude
from the surface of the painting, almost transforming it to a relief. Kirkland obviously, from the beginning of
his career in the late s, very much wanted to paint like nobody else ever hadâ€”and he actually managed to do
it. In back of me is a painting which he made in , only four years before his death. Kirkland and synesthesia [
edit ] Kirkland derived many of his color combinations for his paintings through his synesthetic ability to
sense color in music, especially classical compositions. Mahler, Schoenberg, Bartok, Berg, Shostakovich,
Prokofiev and Ives all explored new tonalities that aided me in transposing sounds into colors. Kirkland would
listen to musical compositions at home, writing notes on scraps of paper when he heard passages that
produced ideas for color schemes in his paintings. He would then go to his studio and employ those
combinations of colors, which augmented his own imagination, in his paintings. Kirkland did not
simultaneously paint while playing music because he would have been hearing other colors. Exhibitions and
collections[ edit ] Kirkland is documented as having exhibitions from to , in 76 American cities, 31 states, 17
foreign cities and 12 foreign countries. Of those exhibitions, were at museums and 49 were at universities. He
shared exhibitions with the master surrealist, Max Ernst, whom he deeply admired. Edition Stemmle, ,
Individual Periods of Paintings. State Russian Museum, The Denver Art Museum, , Foreign Art Museum, ,
Brettell was Director of the Dallas Museum of Art at the time of the quote. As of , he is Margaret M. The State
Russian Museum, , Two additional exhibitions listed page pamphlet, Vance Kirkland Denver: Kirkland
Museum, which has a complete list of the European exhibitions â€” When a show is listed over several years,
it is counted as one.
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He and Anne Fox Oliphant were married in , enjoyed traveling together and entertaining. They remained
married until Anne died in Kirkland died May 24, in Denver. Obviously, though he titles these paintings with
space age titlesâ€”Nebula Near Saturn and that kind of thingâ€”these are not science fiction paintings; these
are paintings about the adventure of the human spirit. Whenever a cycle of ideas seemed satisfactory, I knew I
had done that and needed to move on and develop a greater challenge. Then the paintings remained fresh and
were, I hoped, improved, and I avoided boredom. Ruins, Central City, , watercolor on paper, by Vance
Kirkland. Antipodean Garden, , casein, tempera on panel, by Vance Kirkland. For his second painting period,
Kirkland used mostly watercolor also some gouache, casein, egg tempera and oil paint. He invented surrealist
worlds of deadwood morphing into whimsical creatures, which dwarf pre-historic humans, scampering among
the vegetation. I think it comes out later in the nebula and dot paintings which give a sense of explosions in
space. These sometimes include more or less recognizable little humanoid figures. You sense that he is putting
man in his place in nature, showing him as just one of the potential evolutionary paths nature might have
taken. Rocky Mountain Abstraction, , gouache on paper, by Vance Kirkland. For his third painting period,
Kirkland mostly did hard-edge painting in an abstract way. About half of these paintings are watercolor, half
oil. This period includes the Timberline Abstraction series [example from shown above]. Charles Stuckey
analyzed part of this period: Asian Dancing Forms, , oil paint and water with gold leaf on linen, by Vance
Kirkland. For his fourth painting period, Kirkland invented an abstract expressionist technique of mixing oil
paint and water together, creating painting surfaces different than any other artist. I suspect that the nebula will
emerge as an important aspect of his career. Experience of Mysteries in Space, , oil paint and water on linen,
by Vance Kirkland. The Dot Paintings â€” For the paintings of his fifth and last period, Kirkland used wooden
dowels to place dots of oil paint in various sizes and colors over an interactive background of forms of oil
paint and water mixtures or sometimes, instead, a color gradation background, also done in oil. He invented
this technique which appears very different than Pointillism or the Ben-Day Dots of artist Roy Lichtenstein.
This technique might remind one of Pointillism, but only in theory, not in practice The big, organic forms are
built up from tiny dots, using powerful, sometimes brutal colors The dots of paint are plastic; they protrude
from the surface of the painting, almost transforming it to a relief. Kirkland obviously, from the beginning of
his career in the late s, very much wanted to paint like nobody else ever hadâ€”and he actually managed to do
it. In back of me is a painting which he made in , only four years before his death. Kirkland and Synesthesia[
edit ] Kirkland derived many of his color combinations for his paintings through his synesthetic ability to
sense color in music, especially classical compositions. Mahler, Schoenberg, Bartok, Berg, Shostakovich,
Prokofiev and Ives all explored new tonalities that aided me in transposing sounds into colors. Kirkland would
listen to musical compositions at home, writing notes on scraps of paper when he heard passages that
produced ideas for color schemes in his paintings. He would then go to his studio and employ those
combinations of colors, which augmented his own imagination, in his paintings. Kirkland did not
simultaneously paint while playing music because he would have been hearing other colors. Exhibitions and
collections[ edit ] Kirkland is documented as having exhibitions from to , in 76 American cities, 31 states, 17
foreign cities and 12 foreign countries. Of those exhibitions, were at museums and 49 were at universities. He
shared exhibitions with the master surrealist, Max Ernst, whom he deeply admired
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